In the present communication, we discuss some reliability properties of mean inactivity time order and study the preservation of mean inactivity time under some weight function. Weighted Distribution methods arise in the context of research related to reliability, data gathering, ecology, inference, modeling, bio-medicine and several other areas. In general, weighted distributions have wide role for the analysis of life time data.
INTRODUCTION
By the method of ascertainment, the concept of weighted distribution has been introduced by C.R. Rao in 1963 (see Rao, [1] ). Weighted distribution have been widely used as a tool in various practical problems in the selection of appropriate models for observed data drown without a proper frame, analysis of data relating to human populations and wild life management, investigation of human heredity, line transcend sampling and renewal theory, study of statistical ecology, albinism and reliability modeling. The properties of weighted random sample corresponding to original random sample is required to study when the observations can be recorded as a weighted random sample with some weight attached to the original random sample.
Let ()
f be the probability density function of original random 
AGING PROPERTIES AND STOCHASTIC DEPENDENCE
Let X and Y be non-negative random variables. The following theorem provides conditions on the weight function 1 () w and the mean inactivity time function () X t , under which a random variable X having IMIT, yield a weighted version which is DRFR (and hence IMIT). 
Lemma 2.1 (Misra et. al. [4], Theorem 2.3(a)).

If X has DRFR,
